
 

The Darkest Hallway: part 4 
Only because I said. You have no idea how hard this was to write  

 
I could never forget you tired to call it quits  
I never thought it would be  
I cried, I screamed, you slit your wrist and I fucking stormed  
Its now me and the kid  
I watched them grow, I watched them graduated  
I saw them become more  
I stand at your grave cursing you beyond death  
I fought the demons and lost but I really thought I won  
I abuse sleeping pills because I wanted to join you  
I climbed the around the housing the block, and to the top as well 
They fucking watched me  
I told them I really wanted to die 
The darkness swallowed me whole you were the bulb but I never told you why 
Behind the mask behind the shades I really was the same  
Day after day it’s the same  
I prayed to the old gods all because the new tired to kill me  
You haunt the bathroom where you died  
I cannot step in there anymore  
Please lord end my pain  
Your so called family took your ashes, I wanted to scatter them  
But now I’ve only got an old photo and a grave stone and all the pain it brings me to look at them  
Give me a reason not to jump 
The demons took my life away in two goes  
I see nothing but death it welcomes me with open arms it even pours the drinks  
I want to toss the bottle but have not even got the strength  
Its drink after drink each one hides a bad memory only for it to return in the morning  
I stepped out in front of a car  
I hoped it would kill me but the angels of death saved me  
I no longer pray for you because if I were meant too you would be here to hear me  
I think I might have to return to the darkest hallway one last time forever  
It’s like if I never came in the first place then this wouldn’t be  
I wouldn’t be a lost code in an O.S that was both meant to be and not be at the same time 
I dig out the old demons phone book  
I was so close to them I think if I go back I would never return  
As I go to walk out the door the kid grabs me and hand me the very shades I gave them  
And tells me to bury Pandora’s Box  
As it’s the main reason behind my pain  
I look as if I know nothing  
So I grab the box and some lighter fluid  
I return the hallway and see the bulb has been smashed  
I set fire to the box and leave for the last time high-fiving the angels of death whom betted against 
me  
Watching the nightmares burn it gives me such joy to see the pain returned and to think I whom 
returned it 
No one would save me let alone even know I’m alive, let alone what I did today   
 
By  
Shads’  


